ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Along with the development of the PSU Braille computer, the PSU Braille & Assistive Technology has developed separate translation programs for facilitating the visually impaired to use the computer more easily. They are Braille Math to MathML Translator [1] , MathML to Braille Math Translator [2] , Scientific Braille Translator [3] , Thai Musical Note Translator [4] , Thai Braille Translator [5, 6] , English Translator and Braille Math and Latex Format Conversion [7] In fact, a document can be composed of several kinds of content such as mathematic, scientific, English, Thai or even music. The well known Thai Braille translator is Ratchasuda College's Thai Braille Translation (TBT) currently cannot translate mathematic and scientific equations. In addition, as the Internet is an excellent source of knowledge, there is a need for translating the web standard documents with Extensive Markup Language (XML) formats to enable the visually impaired people to read Internet documents. Apart from that, the previous works run on the Linux operating system and focuses on text-based applications to run on the PSU computer.
In order to expand the previous applications to be used more widely, the work in this paper aims to develop an application program that can support several translators with easy graphic user interface (GUI) on the Microsoft Windows. The work also concerns modifying the translators to have the same standard including input and output. It also includes other applications for the visually impaired.
BACKGROUND 2.1 NFBTRANS Program
The NFBTRANS program is an open source written in C that is developed by the National Federation of the Blind (NFB) in the United States. [8] It can run on both Linux and Microsoft Windows operating systems. It can translate English to Braille and Braille to English in both grades (1 and 2). In addition, it supports Braille text printing on embosers. The program is used in this work for English and Braille translation capability.
PSU Thai Braille Translator
The PSU Thai Braille translator [5, 6] which is written in C and runs on a Linux operating system has been developed by the 
PSU Braille Math Translator
The PSU Braille Math Translator [1, 2] is developed for translating mathematical symbols, numbers, variables and equations in forms of MathML which is a standard web format for displaying mathematical documents for sighted people into Braille math text for visually impaired people and vice versa. Currently, it supports up to the high school level of mathematics.
PSU Scientific Braille Translator
The PSU Scientific Braille Translator [3] is developed for translating Braille scientific equations and formula into standard web format documents and vice versa. In addition, it supports the CML that includes displaying molecule structures and chemical equations.
Multiple Document Interface (MDI)
Multiple Document Interface (MDI) [9] is a multiple-window application. There is a main window created by a main form. The main window can consist of sub windows created by a child form. By this way, MDI supports opening and displaying data from several files concurrently. Figure 1 shows an example of the multiple windows created by the MDI. 
XML Parser
XML Parser [11] helps in parsing text in XML files. The parsing process starts from that the XML parser loads a full xml file into memory. Then, it parses the file and generates a tree structure representing the xml file. After that, the data can be collected by traversing nodes in the tree.
CYGWIN (Unix Simulator)
CYGWIN (Unix Simulator) [12] is a Linux environment emulation on Microsoft Windows. It also provides necessary and familiar Linux tools. The CYGWIN helps in compiling programs developed on Linux to be able to run on Microsoft Windows.
DESIGN Figure 2 State diagram of the system
The design can be shown in Figure 2 and 3. They show different details of the same system. Figure 2 shows the state diagram of the system. There two editor windows for displaying, editing and saving the input and output files. The user can create a new document or load a document on the editor. In a Braille document, there can be several types of content. The program will differentiate the content before passing each part to the relevant translator. After being translated, the parts will be integrated and sent to display Figure 3 represents the sequence diagram of the system. It starts from the point that the user runs the MDI GUI. The user can create new document, open a file for translation, or save a file using the Editor. The system uses the child form of the MDI for creating sub windows when it calls the translation engines. For translation, the Translation Option window will pop up for Braille page configuration. After that, the program BRLTrans will add tags to the text for categorizing the ASCII document and identifying the Braille grade, and change it into an XML format. Then, the document will be distributed to the related translation engine. The translated document will later be collected and put into a brlxml file which contains Braille Computer Code texts encapsulated with tags for categorizing types of texts in the xml file. If the tags are taken out, it will result in a Braille Computer Code file for Braille printing and displaying. The input and output, for both Braille and sighted documents, are displayed on the main form window. Figure 4 shows the use case diagram of the system. The user can edit, create, translate and print files. The translation engines were developed on a Linux environment. In this work, the source codes have been re-compiled with the compiler g++ provided in the Unix simulator Cygwin for running on the MS Windows.
There are 4 types of files used in the software as shown in Figure  5 and are listed as follows. The program gets an input text file (.txt). After the process of Thai word segmentation and tag insertion, it results in an XML file (.xml). After parsing the previous XML file, the text will be distributed to the related XML-Braille translation engine to result in a Braille format file. The reverse process can also be done vice versa. Figure 6 shows an example of a text file which includes 4 types of documents, i.e., English, Thai, CML and MathML. Figure  7 shows an example of a xml that adds designed tags for document translation and management. The example of a brlxml after translation is shown in Figure 8 which solely has the designed tags apart from the BCC texts. Figure 9 shows an example of a brl file with the BCC text and its display.
The XML tags designed and used in the system are shown below. This paper presents the development of the Graphic User Interface (GUI) and Front-end Operation on MS Windows to integrate the previously developed Braille and XML translation engines and provide a MS Windows GUI application. The front-end operation on the GUI hides difficulties in calling the translation engines to serve the user's requirements. The input, output and display of the Braille translation engines are standardized. The GUI works with a speech software enabling the visually impaired people to use the translation application. Figure 9 shows the application screen and the two editor windows. In case of displaying mathematic and scientific content, the web plug-in applications, Amaya [13] or jumbo3 [14] is used.
The Windows GUI and Front-end Operation has been developed to facilitating translating several types of content and formatting the documents into the same standard in both input and output. This paper shows the design and outlook of the application which aims for the ease and convenience of the visually impaired people.
This work mainly serves the needs of the visually impaired people and also allows the sighted people to prepare, read and share documents with the visually impaired people.
